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“[F]irst loyalty was to the streets.”
––Adrian Nicole LeBlanc “Landing from the Sky”
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“Only once the drugs are done, that I feel like dying... I feel like dying”
––Lil Wayne

“Only when the drugs are gone, I feel like crying... I feel like dying”
––Jamie

My Whole Life has been a Struggle
By Jamie 

	 The	first	struggle	I	can	remember	is	my	parents	splitting	up,	and	I	had	to	
make a choice.
 “Who will you be with?” they ask.
 My small little mind, how does it decide?
 Then they decided for me. My family left, leaving me behind.
 So many unanswered questions. 
 So many unanswered prayers.
 My dad slamming the door on my mother’s face and pulling me behind 
to stay with him has affected my life in so many ways in all the years that have 
followed. 
 I feel there is no way to overcome this kind of  pain, this kind of  struggle.
 I do and have done the only thing that has ever been familiar to me.
 But that one thing that has helped me with the pain, is now the one thing 
that has ruined my life thus far, the one thing that has torn my life apart.
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In These Walls 
By Viola

Part One

I can’t be me
Watch what I say
What I do
Where I look
In these walls

I can’t be me
Same clothes
Same shoes
Same everything
In these walls

I struggle to individualize me, everyday
In these walls

Part Two

Inside these walls it’s hard to
Express what it is to be me
I want to explode, to force myself  outside
These walls

Not being able to be in control of  when I can
Where I can, how I can be
In these walls

I can’t lie to myself  anymore, I’m powerless
I’m no longer myself. I’m just a number
Can’t choose the when or where of  anything
In these walls

No power to decide, deny, comply, only
In these walls, I can’t walk out the door
To see what’s going on in the world
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Behind These Walls After 50
By Diane Larios

A struggle after 50
 Sets deep in my mind
I ask each day,
When will this stop
 Time has rapidly
Passed me right up
 This life I now lead
Is no longer fun
 I reach for help
Yet none has come
 Or maybe it has
And I refuse to know
 A loving family
Reaches out to me
	 For	selfish	reasons
I refuse to accept
The love and support
For I feel I’m grown up
 I urge all the youngsters
Don’t choose this life
 Behind these walls, it’s
Easier each time we are locked up
 Only making it easy
 To have a thug life
 And stay fucked up



Mi Vida
By Diane Larios

Chapter One: Gangsta Pranksta

Surrounded by these walls again
I awaken to the sound of  keys and doors
Men with badges, women alike
Realizing just then
I’m caught up in this life
Gangsta Pranksta
All night and day
The thug life is in me
Hard to change my ways

Chapter Two: A Cry for Help

A cry for help
To heal my wound
In the form of  a drug
Which will pacify me soon
Do a line, shoot it up
Smoke a bowl or ingest
It’s just another
Bump in the road
In this G-life
I keep choosing to live

Chapter Three: Retired

Behind these doors
I pray to be free
From the addict within me
Which no one can see
I can no longer do it
This life that I live
This gangstas retired
 No longer a kid
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Struggle
By Estacia Arballo-Rodriguez

 Everyday being inside these cement block wall is a constant struggle to 
be stuck with all different types of  females. Some you know. Some you just met. It 
brings out certain feelings. Sometime it’s a struggle to maintain. Being in here, you 
learn not to wear your heart on your shirt, not to let yourself  think about what’s 
going on, on the outside and not wanting to make a phone call, so you don’t hear 
the drama, bad news, and things you miss out on, to hear the voices that you miss. 
Not being able to see the faces that get to your heart such as family, friends, and the 
hardest struggle of  it all––your kids.
 To keep going and to be focused on doing your time without time doing 
you is an everyday struggle and the struggle to each of  us is real. 
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Life on the Streets
By Melissa Abbey (aka Missy Locs)

Life in the 831 Monterey County––struggles
Life in the streets is not easy.
As I struggle to live day-to-day in and out of  walls and onto the streets
From abuse to drugs
From brokenness to happiness
To lies to the truth
What is real? What is fake? 
The truth is, it’s real, and it is what it is.
As I sit and think back, all I can say is the unexpected is to be expected.
I love my rider dyer
My other half, baby girl
You and me, that’s what’s real
You are what makes me strong with all my broken dreams. 
I have hope 
Out here, you are my life 
Out here, in these days and hard times of  a struggle.
That’s in this life of  831 Monterey County streets
Me and you
Will ride it out of  these struggles.

My Life
by Sylvia Gonzalez

Living the life of  a struggle
Can be very hard,
As I sit here thinking in this
Place where no one wants to be
In jail. Seeing where my life is going to take me.
Thinking…thinking….
I got it! I don’t want anyone to be in my shoes. Hopefully,
This shall pass… 
This will give me time to heal and 
See what life has to offer me.
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Struggle is Real
By Serenity Ortiz-Rodriguez

I have made my dreams 
Come true
Something I never doubted
I could do.

Even after all that stood in my way,
Mind, body, and soul.
I have arrived in my starring role.

Thank you Father,
Thank you Lord
Thank you Christ
All is possible within me now,
Jesus paid the ultimate price
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Drugs are Real
By P*LOC$ (aka Priscilla Levario)

Drugs we keep Drugs we feel
Drugs that eats, pleads, and kills
Drugs infested Drugs down deep
Drugs are cheap Drugs rich
Drugs trick and deceive
Give-it-to-me Drugs I-need-you-baby Drugs
Drugs of  shame Drugs of  game
Drugs of  guilt Drugs of  lies.
Drugs of  loneliness Drugs afraid-to-be-alone
Drugs of  syringe Drugs of  smoke. 
Life without drugs
Life is happiness and easier to cope
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Trust the Struggle Respect the Hustle!
By P*LOC$ (aka Priscilla Levario)

Day After Day I Pray I Pray For A Better Day, Trials & Tribulations Is What I Face, 
Enough is Enough, But Still I Trust The Struggle. Jails, Institutions & Death Is 
What I Deal With, This Shit Is Getting Fuckin Old, Making My Heart Oh So Cold, 
I’m Sick & Tired Of  Diz Lifestyle Call It Hustle & Flow! Ms. P*LOC$ goin Hard 
On The Grind Cuz I Gotz Ta Shine & Rise Above Diz Grime I’m Rare & Hard To 
Find, Never Givin Up So You Know I Strive!

The lifestyle is old.
Change is near, so what
About my fears? 
The streets are cold and smell of  rain
I just wanna see a better day
Bright like summer
Happy like children

Trust the struggle?
That’s all I know. Strive for
A better day? I’m ready and 
Willing to put everything behind me
Make a new start. Keep it together
No more falling apart.
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By TC Tammy Adelman

Are you capable of…
 showing
  all
  that
   LOVE
   TRULY
   EXISTS?
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I AM CAPABLE
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Life Happens
By Ashley Rae

 It would be so hard for me to pick just one struggle in life. When it comes 
down to it, every aspect of  everyday is a struggle. But there are those blips of  time 
with those special few or even that certain someone that makes the struggle worth 
it. Come on, if  we didn’t have hard times, how would we enjoy the good times? All 
I know is you just lace up your bootstraps and hustle harder.
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Lesson Learned
By Celia Campa Villareal

Behind every strong man is a stronger woman. Each struggle is a lesson learned or 
just a mistake made. But the love shared is stronger, and what we learn is we can 
never be old and wise, if  we where never young and dumb.
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What is my Happiness?
by JoAnna James

Holding my husband’s hand while we walk on the beach, racing to watch the 
sunset…

Waking up to him opening the blinds slowly because he’s gently trying to get me up 
to go for a drive and go do something together…

Him showing me how to face-time with my daughters, just seeing their little faces 
in the phone showing me what they did at home for the day…
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Togetherness
By Celia Campa Villareal

Quality time spent together
For granted I took and priceless
It is
The smallest of  all yet
The most needed today
Never realized the simple
Things in one’s day can be
The most critical in one’s loneliness
Confined,	yet	wanting	to	just	feel
Together again
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